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Israel’s major aerospace and aviation manufacturer, Israel Aerospace Industries
(IAI), has announced selling in dozens of their counter-UAV Drone Guard systems,
the IAI Elta Drone Guard, to an unspecified South Asian country. Israel usually
keeps their customers anonymous leaving observers to speculate whom it might
be. From the South Asian countries of Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Maldives, Israel has no diplomatic relationships with
Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan.1The remaining have no major military
ambitions other than India. The argument could be further justified with the
signing of accords between IAI and Indian firms to share drone technology and
produce UAVs for India.2 Furthermore, Eli Alfassi, EVP, Marketing of IAI in an
interview to Geopolitics Magazine stated, “Indian authorities have shown
significant interest in this system which is already in service with several
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customers.”3 All of this indicates the speculation of India being the obvious buyer
of these drone guards.
What makes Elta Drone Guard so special? The drone guard is built on adapted radar and electrooptical technology, which has the capability of detecting low-signature and low-speed targets. It also
has a communications intelligence system for being more precise at detecting the frequencies of
drones and has an upgraded Drone Guard’s 3D radar as well as its electro-optical and jamming
systems.4The system consists of three pieces of hardware on tripods: the rotating radar, a small
electro-optical turret and the jammer being lightweight enough to be carried around by a pickup
truck. It has both, hard-kill solutions and means to taking over drones. Its radar can be programmed
for 360-degree range and its jammer function can jam GPS. The radar can detect up to 200 targets,
whereas, its communication intelligence system and jammer can detect in dozens. Its 3D radars
including “the ELM-2026D, ELM-2026B and ELM-2026BF for short (10km), medium (15km) and long
(20 km) ranges, respectively are used for detecting low-signature targets.”5
India is already on its way towards an aggressive military modernisation. Earlier this year, the Indian
government has approved a 19 percent increase in their budget for its armed forces.6 They plan to
buy more fighter jets, increase their naval fleet and modernise their army as well as their
conventional weapons. Furthermore, India has purchased Heron long-endurance drones from Israel7
and 30 MQ-9 Reaper drones from the US.8Furthermore, India already enjoys the Basic Exchange and
Cooperation Agreement (BECA), Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) and
Communications Compatibility and Security Agreement (COMCASA) agreement with the US, which
in its essence gives India strategic advantage over their rivals including an advanced network of
geospatial information of the US, which includes the enhancement of the accuracy of automated
systems and weapons, navigation and high-quality GPS to navigate missiles with real-time
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intelligence. India can use and refuel from the American bases and vice versa. Lastly, India can enjoy
the equipment and systems of encrypted communications of the US for their military means.
All of these combined with the IAI Elta Drone would elevate India’s ability to further enhance its
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities. Keeping in view the irresponsible
behaviour and hegemonic agenda of the Indian military and political leadership, the possibility of its
misuse by disrupting and jamming even peaceful and civilian applications such as weather
reconnaissance, air traffic control and navigation systems and coastal surveillance for commercial
ships cannot be undermined. In addition, due to its capability of jamming, it could cause
communication problems for the Pakistani troops stationed at border areas close to the drone guard
especially the monitoring of border movements. It might also put Pakistan in a difficult position
during any crisis in future. Meanwhile, India maybe enjoying encrypted communication and access
to a high-quality GPS to navigate the borders with real-time intelligence as agreed in the COMCASA
agreement.9Pakistan has always aimed for peace in the region, however, the aggressive military
stance of India, forces Pakistan to take their defensive measures. This drone technology build-up
would push Pakistan towards an unintended arms race.
Equally, does this provoke China, as India often disguises their aggressive military developments on
their alleged vulnerability towards China? Some experts claim that China does not see India as a
threat and are confident they can outperform India in the military domain of “at least ten years
ahead for the foreseeable future.”10 However, they do believe India is a regional rival of China.11The
US earlier this year declassified their strategy to use India against China,12 as according to their
intelligence report, the US believes China is the biggest threat to them.13 As a result, with India
coming closer to the US, China worries it may cause further instability in the region. With the
benefits India has received from the US as discussed above, India with the support of exogenous
factors have already been emboldened for pursuing risky policies towards Pakistan and a more
assertive negotiating posture towards China.
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Additionally, China also unveiled their stealth-detecting radar, YLC-48, dubbed as the ‘terminator of
drones.’ It is a multipurpose radar that can be carried by a single soldier and is capable of detecting
small and low flying targets.14Developed by the China Electronics Technology Group Corporation
No.14th Research Institute, it has a detection range of 15km to 6 km and point of origin accuracy
being “60m at 7km” vs “75m at 5km” of the AN/TPQ-49. The stealth-detecting radar utilises L-Band
operation frequency for countering fire directing. With the capability of scanning 360°, it can detect
drones and helicopters within a 25 km radius.15 In addition, as per reports, these radars would be
able to detect stealth fighter jets such as US F-35 and low-flying cruise missiles.16Since it can detect
slow, small and low-altitude targets and is light, small and mobile, it is suitable for all-weather
operations and all kinds of light-weighted weaponry platforms with a swift deployment and
withdrawal procedure.17
To conclude, India already enjoys the BECA, LEMOA and COMCASA agreements with the US and has
recently bought their IAI Elta Drone Guard from Israel, which could impact countries like Pakistan,
especially in terms of ISR, due to owning no drone guard system of their own. India often times
disguises its aggressive military developments on its alleged vulnerability towards China. Though
China does not feel any threat from India, however, they have felt uneasy with India coming closer
to the US, worrying about further regional instability in which India with benefits enjoyed by the US
will pursue more risky policies towards Pakistan and a more assertive negotiating posture with
China. With the recent unveiling of stealth-detecting radar YLC-48 and geo-economic relations
already underway, can the YLC-48 be a counter for Indian advances and the IAI Elta Drone Guard?
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